ABSTRACT Billions of devices are connected in the Internet of Things (IoT)-based sensor networks and they continuously generate a large volume of data. In order to get access to specific data, which is crucial to enable a myriad of new intelligent applications, efficient information retrieval becomes an imminent need for IoT. However, sensor information in the physical world can be heterogeneous, high dimensional, and voluminous due to the complex and dynamic environments. In this paper, we first investigate several IoT search scenarios and propose a uniform representation model for sensor information recordings. Four query models are designed to represent all possible information query styles. With these models, we develop information retrieval architecture for IoT. In essence, an indexing mechanism called efficiency maximization and cost minimization is proposed to solve the property selection problem in the process of index construction and update. Meanwhile, a novel real-time grid R-tree structure is designed to support historical and realtime search for spatiotemporal observation data. Simulation results based on real-world IoT data sets show that storage space is considerably reduced with the sensor model. Furthermore, the proposed indexing mechanisms can improve retrieval efficiency and accuracy, and ensure scalability for large-sized data simultaneously.
I. INTRODUCTION
The vision of the Internet of Things (IoT) will connect physical objects to the Internet and allow them to interact with the physical world, which can support many new intelligent applications, such as smart homes, online monitoring systems, and green transportation systems. According to a recent white paper from Cisco, more than 50 billion devices will connect to the Internet in 2020 [1] . Thereafter, a large volume of sensor data would be generated by these distributed sensors [2] , [3] . To obtain valuable knowledge about physical objects and surrounding environments, information retrieval from distinct sensors is dominant and should be carefully addressed.
Since massive sensors are normally connected by IoT applications [4] , sensor information may have multiple sources with heterogeneous data formats. For example, in a green transportation system, sensor information can be generated by vehicles, passengers, roadside facilities, and the cloud center [5] . The plug-in powered cameras installed in roadside facilities do not have to be marked with ''battery life'' information, while for energy-constrained sensors, such as a passenger's mobile phone, ''battery life'' is an important property. As there is a lack of standard expression form, which would lead to conflicts and uncertainties in object searching, the representation of sensor information becomes fundamental and should be solved for information retrieval. Given that sensors are distributed in dynamic environments at a large scale, vast amounts of observed data would be generated with spatiotemporal characteristics. Therefore, efficient indexing design is essential in IoT-based information retrieval.
However, it is extremely challenging to develop a sensor information representation model and design indexing methods for data retrieval under dynamic IoT environments. First, to fully utilize sensor information, information retrieval should support both sensor-related data or sensor property data, such as quality of measure and battery life, and sensor data or observation data which is observed by sensors/devices with spatial-temporal characteristics. To this end, a uniform representation model that is compatible with heterogeneous data format has to be set up. Second, the selection of appropriate properties for index construction is not trivial because sensor-related data possesses many properties. The indexing method needs to maximize retrieval efficiency while to minimize the maintenance cost. Third, since indexes can be easily affected by out-of-date information, they should be frequently updated due to the continuously generated sensor data. Finally, efficient and scalable retrieval for point and range queries 1 must be guaranteed when the scale of sensor data size varies, especially for large-sized data.
The IoT-based Information retrieval has gained an increasing attention in recent years. Researchers normally present the expression of sensor data through search cases in specific IoT scenarios due to the complexity of various applications [6] , [7] . In these studies, constrained by the limited storage capacity, most devices only record the most recent data because real-time observation data are valuable for sensor web systems. However, historical and sensor-related data are as important as real-time data in providing comprehensive knowledge about the environment. Currently, three types of data, namely observation data [8] , [9] , spatiotemporal information [10] , and entities' status [11] , [12] , elicit the most attention in the literature. However, most current studies are focused on specific applications in which data streams are designed respectively. As a normal IoT retrieval system needs to support a couple of applications, a uniform representation model that enables heterogeneous sensor information needs further discussion.
To improve the retrieval efficiency, dimension reduction methods are widely used for high-dimensional sensor data when creating indexes through the B-tree family [10] , [13] , [14] . As data transformation mechanisms are the kernel of these methods, such schemes are sensitive to data formats and volumes, and cannot guarantee efficient performance for various applications. Other researchers have proposed the use of the R-tree family as a spatial access method [10] , [15] . However, the space overlap problem can cause traversal of unnecessary nodes and decrease retrieval efficacy. To overcome these issues in classical indexing structures, several studies proposed to combine different structures for retrieving heterogeneous data [16] , [17] . Likewise, adopting these ideas directly for sensor information is impractical due to the diversity of retrieved objects.
In this work, we focus on retrieving sensor information from a distributed, diverse, and dynamic IoT environment. To record and store multi-source spatiotemporal data, we design a uniform sensor model that enables heterogeneous data formats. Through an overall investigation of search queries in different IoT applications, we summarize four basic query models that can be easily combined to compose all possible queries. Following these models, we propose an information retrieval architecture for IoT search service. The architecture involves a data storage unit, a query interface, and indexing schemes. In terms of indexing, for multisource dynamic sensor-related data, we develop an indexing mechanism called efficiency maximization and cost minimization (EMCM), in which the most valuable properties for constructing indexes are selected based on their differential efficiency and maintenance cost. Index updating is executed with the adaptive pre-adjustment algorithm (APA) and it contributes to improve the retrieval efficacy and accuracy. For sensor data with a large scale and high dimensions, we devise a new index structure called real-time grid R-tree (RtGR-tree) that can support both point and range queries. On the basis of four real-world IoT datasets, we conduct extensive simulations to demonstrate the efficacy of proposed approaches. The four datasets are as follows: set A records from a public IoT platform (i.e., ThingSpeak); set B is the Intel Lab Dataset; set C is a multi-source sensor-related (MSD) dataset manually collected from sensor introduction pages in Amazon and set D is T-Drive Taxi Trajectories. Specifically, the sensor model can save more than 50% of storage space verified in datasets A and B. Retrieval efficiency and accuracy are improved by the EMCM mechanism for sensor-related data in datasets C and D. RtGR-tree outperforms state-of-theart indexing structures for large-scale and high-dimensional sensor observation data, as those in dataset B. The results prove that the proposed techniques can realize efficient and accurate retrieval of various sensor information under the IoT environment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is reviewed in Section II. We design the data retrieval architecture and highlight our major contributions in Section III. Section IV elaborates the design of sensor and query model. In Section V, EMCM indexing mechanism and RtGR-tree are proposed. Performance simulations are carried out in Section VI, and the conclusions are provided in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The IoT-based sensor networks will enable our surroundings populated with vast amount of sensor information, which is the predominant information to represent state of the world and its inhabitants. To support the retrieval of specific information from the massive sensor data, several studies on information search of IoT have been conducted in recent decades. Since most of them used particular network scenarios, the search requirements are diverse among these works. In this section, to establish a uniform searching mechanism for overall sensor data, we review information representation and indexing methods introduced in previous studies.
A. DATA AND QUERY REPRESENTATIONS
As indicated by studies that focused on designing architectures or search strategies for IoT-based search engines, a popular means to demonstrate retrieval validity is to present real cases. For example, GeoCENS [6] and SensorMap [7] search for observed information in sensor web, and some data are displayed in retrieval cases. Hence, the data format is revealed to a certain extent. Several studies introduced instances of sensing information gathered in smart city projects, such as the hourly weather observation in [8] for reasoning blizzard events, observation about water flow that aims to manage flood risk [9] , and psycho-physiological parameters measured by technical sensors [18] . All these data follow the standard observation models elaborated in Open Geospatial Consortium's (OGC) Sensor Model Language (SensorML) [19] . This well-known standard defines sensors, actuators, and computational processes semantically but does not provide a concrete model to define the relationship among sensors, sensor data, and sensor-related data, which is crucial for parsing queries in IoT.
To tackle this problem, several studies introduced the data model in an explicit manner. Zhou et al. presented virtual object (VO) representation in [20] to compress 'frequently updated, timestamped, and structured (FUTS)' data for indexing. VO representation can search for a data value with a given location and time range. With the location information contained in RFID tags, MAX [21] can provide object search service. To enable parallel computing, He et al. [10] transformed temporal and spatial data into multidimensional intervals, i.e., physically refer to time duration and space range. Therefore, different types of spatiotemporal queries can be addressed by a uniform algorithm.
IoT data are high-dimensional and heterogeneous because of the various property information. However, current models cannot support information retrieval for all types of properties. Dyser [12] gently extended the keyword-based search language so that structured data can be used to search for real-world entities. However, the keyword index is difficult to extend to information other than status because the properties are in different semantic domains, and the data values can be expressed with either integers or characters. Moreover, the prediction of entity status will become highly complex if all properties are considered. In the IoT-SVKSearch [16] storage layer, object data records are managed at 'Raw-Data Storages (RD-Stores),' and each of them is composed of a series of time-stamped sampling values. Therefore, it solves the heterogeneity problem of IoT sampling data, but the expression of overall detailed information would greatly expand the storage space.
In current studies, sensors and observation data are represented depending on specific application scenarios. None of them has provided an efficient uniform model for valuable sensor information in IoT, and the queries are directly presented without explanation. Therefore, to support general information search service, a uniform data and query model has to be explored.
B. INDEXING MECHANISMS
The information of mobile objects have aroused most research interests as a representative class of sensor data.
Indexing mechanisms of these data can be classified into three categories: 1) dimension reduction, 2) spatial indexing, and 3) composite indexing.
First, due to the high performance of classical B-tree in big data retrieval, many researchers have attempted to apply this structure in retrieving spatiotemporal sensor data. Thus, the dimension reduction method has become the usual choice for high-dimensional data. Elbassioni et al. [13] mapped moving objects in d-dimensional spaces along linear trajectories to a dual space, and this mapping transformed the expression of trajectories with their speeds and locations. Hence, moving objects can be retrieved via a B+-tree after partitioning the space into disjoint regions. Similarly, Lin [14] developed a compressed B+-tree-based indexing scheme for retrieving mobile objects. These two designs can index trajectories generated from the past to the anticipated future. Triangular decomposition tree (TD-tree) is also proposed for queries in the temporal dimension [22] . Based on geometric interpretations of intervals, temporal information can be managed by virtual index structures. He et al. [10] proposed a multi-dimensional parallel binary tree (MPB-tree) for general four-dimensional spatiotemporal data, which is an extension of TD-tree. The interval mechanisms enable the use of the B-tree family for high-dimensional data. However, the expression format should be designed according to dimension size and requires extra computation for data transformation, which means that these interval mechanisms are sensitive to data format and volume. As a result, they are inapplicable to IoT sensing information.
Second, many studies focused on the search for geographic information, and most of them adopted structures for space portioning and indexing, including R-tree, k-dimensional tree (KD-tree), and quad-tree [23] . However, when faced with unpredictable and unevenly distributed data, the latter two approaches encounter challenges in balancing space depending on the distribution of all data points for space partitioning. Moreover, they are suitable for indexing point locations only (or a specific position), whereas R-tree and its variants can also index area locations [24] . As pointed out in a recent survey [15] , R-family is a popular choice for spatial access methods because it supports multi-dimensional information, such as GIS coordinates and geometrical-type data. Multi-version distributed enhanced R+ (MDR+) tree is used in VegaIndexer [25] , which is a local index for accelerating spatiotemporal data retrieval and enhancing query efficiency. To support effective navigation within the spatial index, objects and points are uniformly organized by the mqr-tree [26] , which reveals the spatial relationship between objects. Furthermore, Osborn and Hinze [27] augmented the mqr-tree to extend it to location information. The key difficulty in R-tree is how to improve efficiency because nodes should not cover too much empty space nor overlap excessively. However, in most cases, the R-tree structure is applied directly with information models revised based on different scenarios. Several variants of R-tree can solve the overlap problem but result in increased computational costs. Zhou et al. [20] developed VOLUME 6, 2018 the geohash-grid tree to search data integrated from heterogeneous sources in a mobile sensing environment. The hash encoding method performs well for data in a known space area, but the data value and location of observation in the IoT environment cannot always be determined in advance. Meanwhile, the research results in [20] show that retrieval for time range in InfluxDB exhibits excessive response delay for a query, which limits the search capability of indexes.
Lately, several composite structures have been proposed for complex information structures and properties. As one of the most frequently cited IoT search engines, IoT-SVKSearch [16] employs a distributed indexing approach that includes three indices: full-text keyword based on B+-tree, IoT spatial-temporal R-tree index, and valuesymbolized keyword B+-tree index. Likewise, the combination of 3D grid, linear octree, and hash table proposed in [17] supports index construction and neighbor searching for 3D LiDAR data. Substructures contained in the composite index need to be designed based on data format. Given that traditional index structures have unavoidable defects, a new index structure that supports historical and real-time search for observation data is inevitable.
Moreover, sensor data are highly dynamic according to the changing environment. Thus, their indexing structure needs to be updated as the data change. However, no study has thoroughly discussed the updating method, which is important for providing accurate results in real-time searching.
III. RETRIEVAL ARCHITECTURE
We present our proposed retrieval architecture, which is shown in Fig. 1 . To realize IoT-based information search service, the query interface should have two components connected via data stream, i.e., information collection & storage and information retrieval, which aim to gather information and retrieve data from a repository, respectively. A normal query is complex and requires multiple information to be completely responded to. To precisely understand the search intention and effectively facilitate retrieval, a query should be parsed into several sub-queries, and each sub-query can be matched by a suitable index in the indexing component for retrieval. The IoT sensing information is collected from the physical world and Internet, and divided into sensor data and sensor-related data based on the OGC standard. The definition of these two types of data are shown as below. For convenient further research, all of the collected information is stored in the repository individually based on the proposed data representation models.
Definition 1 (Sensor-Related Data): Ancillary information about sensors that helps record contextual information of the observed data. They are also referred to as sensor properties in this work.
Example: Sensor status, quality of measure, battery life, etc.
Definition 2 (Sensor Data): Observed value of surroundings generated by a sensor, which also referred to as observation data in the paper. Example: Temperature, humidity, heart beat rate, etc. On the basis of different search constraints, such as the limits on the sensor identifier or space range, we extract four basic query models from various IoT queries through which all possible queries can be composed. For rapid retrieval of each query model, we accordingly design four unique indexes. SID and OID represent the identifier of a sensor and an observation data item, respectively, and property and observation indexes can support the retrieval of sensor properties and observation data, respectively.
REPRESENTATION AND INDEXING
To show the main contribution of this work, Fig. 2 presents the role of information representation and indexing mechanisms during retrieval and further elaborates their relationship. Valuable pieces of information are collected and represented by the proposed sensor and observation models so that they can be stored in a unified format in the repository. Queries are parsed into a series of sub-queries according to the basic query models, which would be detailed in section IV. The indexing component aims to provide strategies for constructing and managing indexes. Specifically, SID and OID indexes can be easily established through the identifiers, and the corresponding maintenance merely refers to the insertion due to the uniqueness and invariance of each identifier. By contrast, given that IoT information is heterogeneous and high dimensional, indexing strategies for property and observation indexes require complicated considerations. For sensor properties, the property types could differ because multiple sources lead to heterogeneity in data structure. Therefore, the properties should be indexed individually so that B-tree can be adopted as the indexing structure. To this end, we propose EMCM mechanisms for the property indexes to help select proper properties for efficient indexing. By measuring the urgency of data, EMCM can address the updating difficulties caused by dynamic properties. For the observation data, new records are generated instead of replacing the historical data, i.e., the update of observation indexes referring to inserting new records. Therefore, this research focuses on the design of a new index structure, i.e., RtGR-tree, for highdimensional observation data. The bold components in Fig. 2 are the main contributions of this study.
IV. REPRESENTATION MODELS
The observations, processes, and related components in the IoT environment are defined with a robust and semanticallytied means in SensorML, which makes the sensors and processes understandable by machines and easily shareable between smart sensor web nodes. Based on standardized definitions [19] , we provide representation models for uniform retrieval of sensor information. To clarify the information types required to be searched, we propose basic query models by exploring the information queries in different applications.
A. HETEROGENEITY-ENABLED SENSOR MODEL
As pointed out in the OGC standard, a sensor model allows observation data to be registered from a sensor. Therefore, the sensor model in this study is designed with a three-tuple format that includes the identifier, sensor-related data, and sensor data. The model is expressed as follows:
where [ p 1 : pv 1 , p 2 : pv 2 , . . . , p n : pv n ] represents the sensor properties, p i is the name of property i, and pv i is the value of p i . A large difference exists in the sensor's property set due to the multiple sources of the sensor. Hence, the property tuple can be self-defined by registers to enable heterogeneous representation in the sensor model. Notably, for a smart device that contains multiple sensors, although the trajectories are the same for all sensors integrated into a mobile device, their properties and measurements could differ. Therefore, each sensor is assigned an SID for storage in the repository.
The third tuple is designed to record observation data collected from the sensor. Considering the large volume of data generated in IoT, only the observation identifiers are reserved in the sensor model, and each is presented as OID i . Historical and real-time data are stored in the repository, and each record is represented as the concrete observation model shown below.
2) OBSERVATION MODEL

{OID, Location, Value, Timestamp, Duration}
The observation value is capable of further analysis and mining only when it is associated with spatial and temporal information. Therefore, the observation data are represented by a five-tuple model. According to different usages, Location can be expressed as either two or three dimensional points. Because of the continuously observation, the value of sensor data could be the similar in a small piece of time. On one hand, the location of static sensors does not change, and many mobile sensors have low speeds and small moving ranges. On the other hand, the changes in the environment could be minimal in a period. To compress the data volume, the observed timestamp and duration are used in combination for recording the temporal information of sensor data. Thus, all of the continuous observation values with little changes can be merged into one recording item, and the storage space can be greatly reduced. Meanwhile, different applications have different requirements for measurement sensitivity. For example, people may not feel much difference between temperatures of 22 • C and 24 • C or PM 2.5 concentrations of 15 µg/m 3 and 20 µg/m 3 . By contrast, in greenhouses used in smart agriculture, the temperature error should be controlled to within 1 • C. As the rule of merging, data can be adjusted by duration, and the observation model can be flexibly applied to various scenarios that have different measurement requirements.
To elaborate the models, we present an example of Air Quality Egg. 2 As a lightweight data-interchange format, JavaScript object notation (JSON) is used to generate the sensor instances.
As shown in Fig. 3 , we model three sensor items for an egg device. Owing to the different measurements, each item has several unique properties. Given the storage space, only the OIDs are reserved in the model observation lists. Several of the observed data samples are exhibited in Table 1 . The locations do not change because all the presented instances are static. Although the sensors are updated every 5 second, the durations are different among these sensors based on the observation value.
B. QUERY MODELS
To support remote perception and control of things, a large number of sensors and devices [16] are connected and managed by IoT systems. As a result, the information of sensors, 2 We use Model D of the Air Quality Egg as an example, which is a Wi-Fi enabled sensor unit. It can detect temperature, relative humidity, and CO 2 . More information can be found in https://shop.wickeddevice.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/03/UserManual-CO2.pdf devices, and real-world objects are the major concerns in IoTbased search. Although various types of queries exist due to the vast diversity in information content, most queries are centered around ''what'' (including ''where,'' ''when,'' and ''who'') instead of ''why'' or ''how.'' Among all the potential searched objects appearing in different applications, the three most popular classes of information that appeared in current studies are observation values, geospatial information, and entity status. The first two form the essential components of observation data. Associated with sensor property, other knowledge (including the last one) can be further inferred. For example, the occupancy of a room can be inferred with infrared snapshots and noise level readings (raw sensor data) [28] . Hence, all search queries are parsed into a series of sensor information subqueries for further analysis.
According to different search conditions, queries can be divided into two categories. The first is the search for sensor property values or observation data based on specific identifiers. For example, a doctor may want to obtain health information (heart beat rate, blood pressure, etc.) based on a patient's name. The second type is the search for the corresponding values of a series of given constraints in sensor properties or observation data. The queries may be input as ''what is the most serious pollutant level in all the contaminated buildings?'' or ''what is the current weather in New York?'' To search for the second type of query, two steps should be involved. First to find the record items that satisfy all the constraints, and then get concrete value in the records. In this manner, the former category is a subset of the latter, so the queries either use identifiers to search for data or use range constraints to search for identifiers. As a consequence, we propose four basic query models according to the different search objects and constraints in queries. The name of a queried sensor property i is represented as qp i , and the range constraint of the property value is shown as (qpv il , qpv ih ).
Basic Query 1 (BQ1): Search for the property value of a sensor based on the sensor identifier associated with the designated property name.
[SID]&&[qp 1 In practical applications, the queries are parsed to become a combination of these basic models. Hence, we present two examples.
Query Example 1: Before doing activities outside, a person may want to know which park nearby has good air quality. The query can be parsed into a combination of BQ2, BQ3, and BQ4, as shown below. 
V. INDEXING STRATEGIES A. EMCM INDEXING MECHANISM
As discussed previously, B-tree is adopted to index the heterogeneous sensor properties. However, if indexes are constructed for every property, the maintenance cost for changed or newly inserted sensor items would be too high and would thus affect retrieval efficacy. To select the most suitable properties for indexing, their dynamic characteristics should be explored. We hypothesize that several static properties such as '' Measurement Type'' and '' Url'', would not change with time. However, other sensor properties are dynamic, such as '' Battery Life'' of an energy-constrained sensor. To make a device easily to be found, real-time location can be expressed as a property value in keywords besides the coordinates recorded in observed data. In this case, the value of '' Current Location'' changes with a mobile sensor. Similarly, the value of '' Updating Frequency'' change with a sensor's working status. Hence, updating an index for the dynamic property includes replacement and insertion at the same time. On account of the huge scale of sensor information, how to maintain the index for dynamic properties is crucial but challenging. Otherwise, the expired indexes may exert a negative effect on retrieval because it could lead to inaccuracies and omissions in the results.
To balance the maintenance costs and retrieval efficiency, we propose an EMCM indexing mechanism for the construction and update of indexes, which is able to maximize the differential efficiency and minimize the maintenance cost. A universal correlation between properties is almost impossible to be extracted because the type of properties vary in different sources, and the data might be presented in multiple formats (numbers or characters). Thus, the indexed sensor properties should be selected based on their own characteristics. The most frequently queried properties normally have the highest indexing priority. Hence, we assume that the queried times of the properties discussed below are close to one another. Then, EMCM helps to select a worthy property based on these two principles.
P1. P(p s ) > P(p d ),
P2. P(i) ∝ Pvc i ,
where p s refers to a static property and p d refers to a dynamic one. P(i) is the possibility of property i being selected to construct an index. The first principle means that the static property should be indexed prior to the dynamic one because dynamic properties require higher updating costs. Pvc i is a novel term defined as the valid cardinality of property i, aiming to eliminate the impact of the vacant value caused by heterogeneity. The calculation method is shown as (1) . The index cardinality of property i is represented as Pc i and its valid records number as Nvp i ,
If all the properties are static or dynamic, the priority will be calculated based on the valid cardinality. Owing to the fact that the higher the valid cardinality is, the greater the differential capability a property is, the second principle points out that the property with a higher valid cardinality should be indexed first and vice versa. For a query with multiple properties, the indexes' retrieving order is sorted according to the two principles as well.
In order to support real-time retrieval, the indexes should be updated together with the changed data in the repository. Traditional updating mechanism updates the index immediately when a record changes. Given that data retrieval cannot be carried out during the update of an index, the response time of data retrieval can be greatly increased by the huge scale of dynamic sensors and queries. If the update frequency of a property value is much higher than that of an index, a property might have been updated more than once in the real world, and the updated value prepared for the index might already be expired. To clarify the update process, the index update is separated from the records changed in the repository. Therefore, we propose an adaptive pre-adjustment algorithm (APA) for the records waiting to be updated in an index. The waiting queue of these records is Uq, and its length is Lu. Through APA, the lately arrived data for a property can be selected, and a property with a significant change is assigned high update priority. To determine if a changed value should be updated in the index, we design a set of intervals called Si to distinguish effective property values. Meanwhile, v i is introduced as the tolerable error of property i for queries. The pseudo-code of APA is shown in Table 2 . Dynamic properties that change significantly when the accuracy of retrieval results does not need to be 100 percent would benefit considerably from APA. Examples include '' Current Location,'' '' Remaining Power,'' etc.
B. RTGR-TREE CREATION FOR OBSERVATION DATA
As designed in the observation model, the observation data are recorded within a structured format. Thus, they can be indexed by a high-dimensional data structure. Since data VOLUME 6, 2018 are continuously observed by sensors, the indexing structure needs to support a large volume of inserted data. The data's time dimension is transformed from point into line by the '' duration'' key, so neither the KD-tree nor the quad-tree is suitable for the observation data. Since the indexing capability of R-tree is constrained by the spatial overlap problem, we propose a new indexing structure, i.e., RtGR-tree, for the high-dimensional sensor data, in which we introduce the concept of valid cells. By regarding the coordinate of the first observation (without the duration key) as the origin of the space coordinate system, the space can be meshed under a preset cell size. Cells that cover observation items are turned into valid cells. Data records can be easily dispersed through the structure of valid cells. The inserting number is considerably reduced when valid cells are used as records for R-tree. Therefore, retrieval efficiency can be greatly increased.
RtGR-tree construction has two steps.
-First, choosing cells for newly inserted observation data based on the preset cell size and add the novel valid cells into the list of valid cells.
-Second, by regarding the valid cells as second-level records that need to be indexed, constructing an R-tree for these cells. The index would be created together with inserting new valid cells. Fig. 4 exhibits an instance which can further explain the construction process. For the convenience of presentation, the location information are reduced into one dimension in the image, which can be achieved through Hilbert transformation (HT). The structure can be extended to a higher dimension for different applications. As all dimensions can be queried in the complex IoT search environment, all the temporal, spatial, and observation value of a record are included in the index. The figure shows 11 data items, and six valid cells are generated based on the space location of observations. Each of them is inserted into an R-tree for indexing. D 4 goes through VC 3 and VC 4 so that it can be indexed by both cells.
The complexity for searching R-tree is O(log M n), where M is the depth of the tree and n is the number of records. Assuming that the average number of observation data items in each valid cell is Nvd, and the number of total items is Nd, then the complexity of RtGR-tree is O(log M Nd Nvd ) + O(Nvd). This means that the search time is related to Nvd. However, Nvd could be affected by cell size, i.e., the retrieval efficiency can be reduced when the size is too large or too small. Since the observations are unevenly distributed in the space, an optimal value for size setting is not able to be estimated in advance. Nevertheless, in the simulation section, the influence of cell size on search time is further discussed.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We carry out numerical simulations to validate the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed retrieval mechanisms. Due to the lack of a real large-scale multisource IoT environment in recent decades, our evaluation is divided into three parts. First, observation data collected from a public IoT platform (i.e., ThingSpeak) and the Intel Lab Dataset [29] are recorded via the proposed observation model, and the storage size is computed to demonstrate the efficiency of the representation model. Second, we create a novel sensor dataset called multisource sensor-related data (MSD) and implement the EMCM indexing method on the two datasets, namely, MSD and T-Drive Taxi Trajectories [30] , [31] . Several random queries are created for the property indexes to evaluate the performance of EMCM. A simulation is then conducted to assess the retrieval capability of RtGR-tree, which is established for observation records in the Intel Lab Dataset. The search for point and range queries is supported, and the simulation results show that the proposed indexing structure is outperformed state-of-the-art indexing structures on retrieval efficiency.
A. OBSERVATION MODEL
In order to verify the effectiveness of the observation model, especially the design of duration key, we create observation records for two datasets. The record items in the first dataset are collected from ThingSpeak, which is a real-world public IoT platform. Fig. 5(a) presents an instance chart on the website [32] . All of the 52 observation points collected from 14:52 to 15:12 on January 31, 2018, can be stored in eight data records through the proposed representation model. Registered sensors in the website are mapped to virtual static objects. We take advantage of the Intel Lab Dataset to simulate the spatial data consolidation due to the lack of concrete location information in ThingSpeak. In Fig. 5(b) , each circle refers to a sensor mote, and the coordinates are their location. Assuming that a cell is the basic spatial unit, the observation data collected from sensors located in the same cell are merged through the duration key.
The observation data are collected from ten randomly selected public channels in ThingSpeak and monitored them from October 25, 2017, to November 1, 2017. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of storage between different representation methods. Considering that the required differential granularity is sometimes coarser than a sensor's sensitivity, one of the compared groups is designed to reduce a decimal of data value before using the observation model, named as ''coarse duration.'' In contrast, the group which generates the records directly with the model is called ''exact duration,'' and the items associated with exact created time and location are recorded as ''no duration.'' The comparison results show that with the insertion of newly collected records, the costs for storage increase in all groups. Nevertheless, the additional key design can save almost fifty percent of the storage space, and with a coarser sensitivity, the storage efficiency becomes higher.
To further test the compressed capability in the spatial dimension, two representation methods, i.e., with and without the duration key, are compared for information collected in the Intel Berkeley Research laboratory. Four types of sensors are used to collect timestamped topology information along with humidity, temperature, light, and voltage values once every 31 second. Fig. 6(b) shows the storage size for data collected during five days. Without the usage of duration, more than six times of data space are occupied by the observation items on the average.
B. INDEXING OF SENSOR PROPERTIES
The EMCM indexing mechanism can solve the problem of selecting index construction properties and provides the APA for updating indexes. In order to evaluate the construction principles, a novel dataset with abundant sensor-related property information was built at first, namely the above mentioned MSD. To ensure its validity, property information are collected from sensor introduction pages in Amazon. Based on 200 sensor templates, we generate 430, 328 virtual sensor items and represent them with the sensor model. Sensor items are stored with MongoDB due to the heterogeneous data structure. Among all the properties, we select '' Measurement'' and '' Detection Range'' for evaluating EMCM. This decision has two prerequisites. On one hand, these two properties appear frequently among all the sensor items; on the other hand, their queried times are assumed to be close to each other. Given that the valid cardinality of ''Detection Range'' is higher in MSD, its priority for constructing index is higher according to EMCM. In order to evaluate the decision, indexes are created for both properties, and five queries were generated, each of which contains combinational constraints on both properties. The queries are presented in Table 3 , and correspondingly, the retrieval time of each query is shown in Fig. 7 .
As shown in the figure, with higher valid cardinality, the index of '' Detection Range'' retrieves faster in most query cases. In the phase of index construction, '' Detection Range'' costs 1.497s and '' Measurement'' costs 1.544s, which proves the better performance of the former index. Therefore, the index constructed according to EMCM speeds up the index creation time and retrieval time.
As discussed above, APA contributes to dynamic index properties caused by mobility or constrained energy. Thus, the updating algorithm is evaluated based on '' Current Location'' provided in the T-Drive Taxi Trajectories Dataset. The total number of points in this dataset is about 15 million, and the total distance of the trajectories reaches 9 million kilometers. Remote and rarely passed areas are excluded to facilitate modeling. Specifically, we select the taxi trajectories that moved in the range from 37 • N , 114 • E to 41 • N , 118 • E and encoded the location value within 3 letters through Base64. Each code represents an interval range in Si, which means that only if the taxi's location code has been changed by moving, the value of '' Current Location'' should be updated. The search error tolerance is assumed to be 500m during the simulation. Six location points were chosen randomly, and two range queries were generated based on them. The diagonal length of the ranges are 700m and 7000m, respectively denoted as small and large range. Two time periods, i.e., midnight at around 00 : 00 and peak at 17 : 30, are tested and they represent relaxing and busy time. The tested data scale of peak is about 1.5 time of midnight. To demonstrate the validity of APA, the taxis' location was queried every 30 second, and we compare the recall and precision of the retrieved results with those of two different updating methods; one is APA, and the other is instant update in the repository and indexes, which is called ''real time'' in this work. Figs. 8 and 9 show the accuracy of the retrieved results for small-and large-range queries, respectively. The comparison proves that APA helps provide accurate results in midnight regardless of the size of query range. During the peak period, APA performs similar to the instant update method for small-range queries because the computation and updating strategy cost more time due to the dense and highly dynamic movement of taxis. For the large-range location queries, APA achieves higher recall of retrieval results. Since recall is the fraction of relevant instances that have been retrieved over the total number of relevant instances, higher recall means that more true results can be retrieved after the second comparison with data in the repository. In other words, in the peak period, APA facilitates the retrieval of more accurate results under a larger queried range constraint. Consequently, retrieval accuracy benefits from the usage of the APA update mechanism.
C. OBSERVATION DATA INDEXING
As a high-dimensional indexing structure for observation data, the evaluation of RtGR-tree adopts temperature observations in the Intel Lab dataset. After the information in the dataset are transformed into an observation format, the index is constructed with data insertion. The indexed number of data records ranges from 1, 000 to 150, 000. In the simulation, we implement two typical types of query, namely, point query and range query. Given the constraints on all dimensions of observed data, point query refers to the search for a specific location, timestamp, and data value, whereas range query refers to the limitation of space area, time interval, and data range. Each type is generated randomly with a preset number and range size. The preset cell size can affect the retrieval efficiency of indexes. To further explore the influence of cell size, a basic size is set as the unit for convenient representation. The cell size is denoted as k in the simulation, which means that the actual cell size is k times the basic unit. The set of actual cell size is related to the distribution of observation items. Thus, the experiments are conducted repeatedly, and actual cell size for the simulation is set according to experience ( lx = 3, ly = 5, value = 0.32, time interval = 180s). Ten different values of k ranging from 5 to 50 are compared. Fig. 10(a) shows the response time for different numbers of point queries when k equals to 30 (other k values exhibit the same tendency in the results). Obviously, retrieving a larger number of queries or data records consumes much more time. Figs. 10(b) and 10(c) exhibit a similar tendency in retrieving range queries. Either a larger range size or a larger number of queries consumes much more response time.
The retrieval time for point queries continues to decrease until the record number reaches a turning point, which is around 10, 000 in the simulation. Whereas, when retrieving range queries, the time keeps increasing, but the speed is slower at the point. The phenomenon is caused by the fixed size of valid cells. In detail, the size is slightly larger for the initial scale of the observation data, but with the insertion of additional records, it becomes smaller than the expected cell size. Given the presence of more matched records for a range query, the time tendency changes less obviously than point retrieval.
To evaluate the influence of different cell sizes on retrieval efficiency, the response time of five different k values are compared, in which the parameters of queries are set as Np = 1000, Nr = 1000, Sr = 32. Fig. 11 shows that different k values result in different retrieval times for most search cases. Specifically, the maximum difference in point retrieval time is approximately 0.04s, and for range queries, the gap is less than 2s.
In order to assess the value of these gaps, RtGR-tree is compared with two other index structures, i.e., Grid and R-tree. As the first step of creating RtGR-tree, valid cells have to be retrieved transversely in the indexing structure of Grid. The comparison results (k = 30) are presented in Fig. 12 , which shows that RtGR-tree performs the best among the three indexes. This advantage is especially obvious in comparison with the Grid index. In terms of R-tree, the proposed structure responds about 0.05s faster for point queries and 4s for range queries. Considering the maximum response time interval among different k values, RtGR-tree outperforms the state-of-the-art indexing structures.
Two conclusions are drawn for RtGR-tree. 1) Even though the retrieval capability can be affected by cell size, RtGR-tree is the most advantageous indexing structure for IoT observed data. 2) With the increasing of data size, the growth rate of response time rapidly slows down around a turning point, which proves that RtGR-tree has an excellent scalability for large-scale information.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have implemented information retrieval by designing representation model and developing indexing schemes. In order to provide a uniform representation model for multi-source and complex information, we have proposed a heterogeneity-enabled sensor model based on OGC standards. The model involves the recording of sensor properties and observation data at the same time. In essence, four basic query models have been built from various queries in IoT, which can compose all possible queries. To support efficient and accurate data retrieval for all these queries, we have proposed the EMCM indexing mechanism and the RtGRtree indexing structure to construct and maintain indexes for respective sensor properties and observation data. Extensive simulations were conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches. Our future work will focus on applying the sensor and query models to a real IoT-based sensor network to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed approaches.
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